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The Battle for Buttons 
 

PREFACE 

 

Imagine that it’s sunset and you’re standing at the rim of the Grand Canyon. It’s an awesome 

sight, truly beyond description. In your hands you hold a four-dollar, throw-away camera. You 

snap a picture. Thirty-five years later you pull that faded photo from an old trunk and show it to a 

friend, trying to help him understand the awesome majesty of the Canyon. He yawns. It’s nearly 

impossible for him to capture the grandeur of that moment thirty-five years ago. And, frankly, he 

doesn’t give a rip. So you stuff it. 

Now imagine that as a young man you rode with The Blackhorse in Vietnam, sharing that 

most significant experience with a handful of other Blackhorse troopers. Then you DEROSed 

(Date Eligible for Return from Overseas) back to an America that, frankly, didn’t give a rip. And 

so you stuffed it. How could you possibly explain it, anyway? 

In the years to come, Vietnam lay hidden away in a far-off corner of your mind. Every now 

and then you tried to share the experience, but each telling was an exercise in frustration. Oh, 

people were polite enough, but they simply couldn’t relate. So you stuffed it again. And again. 

And yet, as the years passed, we Vietnam veterans began to talk among ourselves. As we did, 

memories were rekindled. We began to relive those days of long ago. And it was good. For many 

of us, revisiting those times had a healing power. 

Some even began to put pen to paper—or finger to keyboard—and committed the memories 

to hard drive and print. The evidence of that is filling the shelves of bookstores today. 

This is just such a re-telling. It began as a simple journal—a journal that would wrap up some 

of my own emotional loose ends and leave a bit of history for my children. But the more I talked 

to the men with whom I served, the more my writing grew. This has become the story of 3rd 

Platoon, I Troop, 3rd Squadron, 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment—the Blackhorse Regiment—

as it defended the southwest berm of Fire Support Base Buttons the night of November 4, 1969. 

I’m sad to say that not everyone there that night is included in this account. But this is one of 

those projects that might never end if you tried to tell all the stories and pull together all the facts. 

If you read this and find you’re not included—or that only part of your story is told—please 

accept my apology. What every man did at Buttons that night was significant, whether or not it’s 

reported here. 

One other note regarding the historical accuracy of this report. It’s said of Vietnam veterans 

that we have “been to see the elephant.” That’s reminiscent of the story of three men led 

blindfolded into a field and asked to identify something by touch alone. The first described a big, 

leathery leaf; the second, a long, hairy rope; the third, the trunk of a tree. All, of course, were 

describing an elephant—and though their descriptions varied, all were correct. Each simply 

“saw” the elephant from his own perspective. 

Such it is with portrayals of battle. Two men describing precisely the same action will 

typically provide quite different detail. Each is right, because each has seen it from his own, 

unique point of view. Even the same man telling his own story on more than one occasion will



often provide conflicting detail at various times. It’s not that we mean to bend the truth, it’s just 

that the mind seems to lose its grasp of detail over time. And combat is, at best, a chaotic affair. 

In putting together the following description of the events of November 4, 1969, I’ve talked 

to many Blackhorse and 1st Cav troopers. Sometimes our details don’t dovetail too precisely, but 

the overall story is pretty true to the actual events of that night. 
 

 

PRELUDE TO BATTLE 

 

I’d been on active duty for just a year and was about to become a first lieutenant when I 

arrived in Vietnam in June of 1969. I was 24 years old. First Lieutenant Bernie Pierce, platoon 

leader of 3rd Platoon, I Troop, 3rd Squadron, 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment (the Blackhorse 

Regiment), had just been killed, and they were looking for a replacement. I was it. But my arrival 

in country is another story. 

For the North Vietnamese Army (NVA), it had been a long, cold year since their grand 

military fiasco of Tet, ’68. President Nixon was now in office 

and, though he wanted to extricate the United States from 

Vietnam, he was not a dove by any stretch of the imagination. 

And, as much as Hanoi needed victories on the battlefield to 

add punch to their negotiations at the conference table, they 

continued to find that victory is an oft-times elusive target.  

So Ho Chi Minh may have sensed a weakness and an 

opportunity when he received Nixon’s July 15, 1969, letter 

making a strong commitment to peace through negotiation. 

The letter ended, “Let history record that at this critical 

juncture, both sides turned their face toward peace rather than 

toward conflict and war.” Nixon was still waiting for a reply 

in August of ’69 when a new NVA offensive erupted around 

An Loc, 105 km north of Saigon. That, I suppose, was Ho Chi 

Minh’s reply. 

During the coming months the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment was engaged in several 

pitched battles, none of which ended well for the NVA. Then, in late October 1969, intelligence 

revealed NVA plans for an assault on Fire Support Base (FSB) Buttons, 140 km north of Saigon. 

It was presumed to be a 

desperation attempt to overrun 

Song Be City (also known as 

Phuoc Long), the provincial 

capital of Song Be Province. 

This attack, along with several 

others, was coordinated to 

precede a speech by President 

Nixon on Vietnam—clearly a bit 

of psychological warfare on the 

part of the enemy. Intelligence 

later confirmed that among the 

enemy forces sent to do the job 

at Buttons were elite units from the NVA Central Office for South Vietnam (COSVN) and the 

FSB Buttons 
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NVA 9th Division. 

FSB Buttons was base camp for Colonel E. C. “Shy” Meyer’s 2nd Brigade of the 1st Cavalry 

Division. Over time, Buttons had grown until it sprawled over such a large area that the 

perimeter was nearly indefensible. Surrounding it was an earthen berm about six feet high, dotted 

every 30 to 50 feet with sandbagged fighting bunkers. Outside the berm were several rows of 

concertina wire. And a minefield thrown in here and there for good measure. 

To bolster defenses there, I Troop of the 11th Armored Cav (of which I commanded 3rd 

Platoon), was quickly moved in. My platoon was assigned the defense of the southwest berm, a 

sector still under construction, and 1LT Jack Andrews’ 2nd Platoon was posted just around the 

corner on the southeast side. For reasons still not entirely clear to me, my platoon was placed 

outside the berm and between two rows of wire. The 1st Cav After Action Report alleges that we 

were there because my tracks would not have been able to fire over the berm—yet that had never 

been a problem before. And so, not only were we alone on the outside, but were hemmed up in 

the defensive wires, as well. Not an ideal place for an armored cavalry platoon accustomed to 

going on the attack! From there we could go nowhere. 

At full strength an armored cavalry platoon, 

depending on its configuration, had as many as forty men 

and nine vehicles, or “tracks,” including six ACAVs 

(Armored Cavalry Assault Vehicles) and three Sheridans 

(light tanks). At that time, however, I had only five 

ACAVs, one Sheridan, 

and about twenty 

troopers. 

At the far right of my line (at the lower end of the yellow 

oval in the FSB Buttons photo on page 3) was ACAV I-31. On it 

were SP4 Mark Prendergast (acting Track Commander, or “TC,” 

in the absence of SSG Mike Manion), PFC Dave Wieland 

(driver), PFC Carl “Smokey” Smith (M60 gunner), SP4 John 

Brady (M60 gunner), and PFC Nick Posak (an extra gunner). Posak, normally assigned to then-

disabled Sheridan I-36, was there “by invitation” to beef up the crew, thereby shortening the 

hours of guard each man would have to pull on I-31 at night. 

My track, I-38, was next in line and we had a crew of four: Sgt E5 Mike Czajkowski (TC), 

SP4 Bob Harvey (M60 gunner), PVT Terry Haughee (driver), and I. To our left were three more 

ACAVs and, anchoring the left end of our line, Sheridan I-37 TC’d by SFC Richard Loose, my 

platoon sergeant. For two reasons, perhaps, his track sat astride the road leading into Buttons. 

First, Sheridans didn’t fare as well as ACAVs in the mud, and the ground we were on was very 

soft. Second, a Sheridan, with its 152-mm main gun, would have given serious pause to any 

NVA entertaining thoughts of marching into Buttons on that road. And so Loose was posted 

there, securing our left flank and the gate into Buttons. As shown in the aerial photo on page 3, 

3rd Platoon was covering the entire southwest side of FSB Buttons. 

On November 3rd a Ranger team reported 450 heavily-laden NVA moving toward Buttons. 

As soon as the Rangers were out of harm’s way, helicopter gunships and tube artillery were 

called in on the enemy. Our pilots counted 41 bodies. That was a clear indication an attack was 

imminent. 

As dusk fell on November 3rd, we began to see movement in the tree line directly to our 

front, and repeated requests to fire into the woods or put up illumination were denied. Often 
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when an attack was likely, we would execute a “Mad Minute”—sixty of the most intense 

seconds you can imagine. In fact, it was the dream of every kid who ever wanted to shoot the 

whole box of fireworks on the Fourth of July. During that one minute, every weapon on the 

perimeter would open up. Mad Minutes were an awesome display of firepower. This night, 

though, we were denied the pleasure. 

Shortly after 10:00 p.m. we went on alert and a searchlight positioned high above us on Nui 

Ba Ra mountain briefly illuminated the area, revealing nothing. An hour later a hard rain began 

to fall, further limiting nighttime visibility. The enemy was taking full advantage of the cover of 

darkness and our lack of harassing fires to position themselves for the assault. 

 

THE BATTLE UNFOLDS 

 

The attack came with well-executed ferocity in the early morning darkness of November 4th. 

As I pulled guard on my track at 1:15 a.m., 107-mm rockets, as well as 82-mm and 120-mm 

mortars, began pounding Buttons. The men on my track, I-38, quickly took up fighting positions. 

Bob Harvey remembers my dragging him out of bed (if you could call a layer of ammo boxes a 

“bed”) and getting on the right M60 machine gun. Mike Czajkowski (TC) climbed into the 

cupola to man the .50 caliber machine gun. And Terry Haughee slipped into the driver’s 

compartment in case we needed to move—not that we were going far, hemmed up in the wire as 

we were. In addition to manning the left M60 machine gun, I was also on the radios that linked 

me to the other vehicles in my platoon and to CPT Jim Tutt, my Troop Commander. 

As sort of an odd aside, I was pulling guard in a lawn chair atop my track when the attack 

began. Several such chairs had been “liberated” by SP4 Terry Schaefer on an earlier foray into 

some rear area, and we were taking full advantage of them. I recall leaping from that chair and 

throwing it off into the darkness as the first rockets impacted around us. Two other interesting 

notes—one good news, the other bad. Contact lenses weren’t recommended for combat, but I 

wore them anyway. The good news was that I wasn’t wearing them that night. Typically I didn’t 

wear them while pulling nighttime guard, choosing instead to wear glasses for each two-hour 

shift. Had they been on when I was hit, and subsequently remained on my eyes for the next hours 

or days, I’d probably have suffered significant corneal abrasions. The bad news was that I was 

not wearing my flak jacket, either. The end result of that oversight was lots of internal injury 

from the RPGs that would soon slam into my track. The shrapnel that remains sets off an 

occasional airport security alarm and drives X-ray technicians nuts. In fact, a 2017 x-ray of my 

arm revealed a formerly-undiscovered piece of shrapnel about the size of a .22 bullet. 

Immediately following the mortar and rocket barrage, Buttons was attacked by enemy 

sappers and infantry. Some thirty years after the battle, I learned from a discussion with GEN 

Shy Meyer (who had been the 1st Cav commander at Buttons the night of the attack) that we’d 

been hit by an enemy force of several thousand. Buttons was defended that night by only a few 

hundred men. 

Being a nighttime attack, the main enemy force used a guard tower on 

which to guide as they approached the base. It was Tower 20, and it stood 

directly behind Prendergast’s I-31 track at the southwest corner of the berm. 

As such, my platoon and some 1/77 Artillery troops (1st Cav) manning the 

bunkers just around the corner from us were at the “point of the spear” of the 

enemy assault. Tower 20, having served its purpose as an aiming point for the 

NVA, was immediately taken out by RPGs. SP4 Mark Schwartz, in the 1/77 
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Artillery Fire Direction Center, recalls “the blood curdling screams and cries of ‘Medic!’ from 

the poor guy who got hit in the tower.” 

Many years after Buttons, Prendergast wondered how the battle might have turned had Sgt. 

Loose and his Sheridan been on the right end of our line instead of the left—and had the point of 

the NVA spear found itself staring down the 152-mm tube of a main gun filled with beehive. 

History would, no doubt, have told a different story. 

Yet the courage of the NVA was rather remarkable in any case. An armored cavalry platoon 

was the most powerful and heavily-armed ground force in the military. Just the six tracks I had 

on line that night mounted six .50 caliber machine guns, ten M60 machine guns, and an M73 

machine gun. Together they were capable of putting out fire at a combined-rate of nearly 12,000 

rounds per minute—not to mention the main gun on SGT Loose’s Sheridan. And my guys 

weren’t making the mistake of firing high, as so many untrained gunners did. Their fire was 

deadly accurate, lighting up the night like a thousand Fourth of July sparklers as bullets sliced 

through the concertina wire to our front. I remember thinking how beautiful that was—and how 

deadly. I would not have cared to be on the other side of our guns that night! 

Though the main enemy thrust centered on my platoon, NVA sappers attacked Buttons at 

many points, and early in the assault they breached the perimeter to our northwest and fought 

their way across the inside of Buttons. The bunkers immediately behind us had been left vacant 

because we were to their front, and NVA soldiers soon took up positions in those bunkers. Third 

Platoon was now surrounded, though we didn’t know it yet. Battle is a confusing and chaotic 

affair. 

First to feel the sting of the initial assault was Prendergast’s track, I-31, at the right end of 3rd 

Platoon’s line. It quickly took two RPGs, with two more to follow. RPGs (Rocket Propelled 

Grenades) are shoulder-fired, anti-tank rockets designed to 

penetrate up to twelve inches of armor. Not surprisingly, 

RPGs and mines were the NVA’s weapons-of-choice against 

the 11th Armored Cav, and they used them with devastating 

effect. One writer described RPGs this way: “GIs who’d seen what an RPG hit could do to an 

ACAV got in the habit of saying, ‘I’ll walk, thanks.’ The RPG warhead does something called 

spalling, which means the warhead turns the aluminum side-armor of an ACAV into molten 

shrapnel which goes zipping through the guts of everyone inside like a Benihana chef’s knife, 

only it's a knife as hot as the surface of the sun.” Pleasant thought. 

The first RPG to hit I-31 impacted at the right-front near the exhaust. Mark Prendergast, who 

was in the cupola on the .50 caliber machine gun, was wounded in the right foot and left hand. 

Nick Posak, who had been asleep, temporarily lost his hearing and sight and received a severe 

wound to his arm as he tried to get to the right M60 machine gun. Prendergast recalls climbing 

out of the cupola and trying to get to that M60, but being driven back by AK-47 fire. Moments 

later, a second RPG hit just under the M60, mortally wounding John Brady who was blown out 

the track’s rear door. That RPG peppered Prendergast’s right arm with shrapnel and perforated 

his right eardrum. 

Wieland and Smith, both wounded but mobile, managed to scramble out of the vehicle after 

the first RPG. Posak, too, had somehow made it out and hunkered down in the tall grass to the 

right of I-31, the area into which the enemy was spearheading its assault on Buttons. 

With I-31 starting to burn, and Prendergast’s crew yelling to him that they were clear of the 

track, he jumped from the vehicle and scrambled around back. Posak, in shock from the first two 

RPGs, was still wandering in the tall grass to I-31’s right when Prendergast retrieved him. 
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Returning to the rear of I-31, Prendergast found Brady behind the track, and directed 

Wieland and Smith to take Posak to my track for help and to tell me that the enemy was 

concentrated on the right. On their way, Posak was hit in the shoulder by a round from one of our 

own M14s (he still has the slug in a bottle) and shrapnel from an M79 grenade. “Friendly fire” is 

an indiscriminate result of the chaos of battle. 

As the others left, Prendergast turned to Brady and was trying to rouse him when he saw 

another man in the grass to the right. Thinking he was one of our troopers, Prendergast stood up, 

waving and calling out to him. When a flare popped overhead, he realized it was an enemy 

soldier with an RPG. The NVA saw him at the same moment, rolled onto his back, and launched 

the RPG, striking a road wheel on I-31 beside, and slightly behind, Prendergast. The flash 

temporarily blinded him. It also blinded Dave Wieland, who was running back to help 

Prendergast with Brady. Soon I-31 took a fourth RPG on the left side near the driver’s hatch. 

Now engulfed in flames, it was out of action and soon to explode. 

After the third RPG hit I-31, Prendergast—sightless, disoriented, and guiding on the sound of 

voices calling to him from my track and beyond—crawled toward my ACAV. His vision 

clearing as he neared (he recalls seeing green NVA tracers and red GI tracers flying both ways 

over his head), he came around to the left side of my track and called out to me that we’d been 

flanked, and that there was enemy not only to our front, but to our right, as well. Prendergast 

would later say he recalls seeing my face, looking oddly calm and collected amidst the chaos, 

just as the first of two RPGs erupted through the right rear of my track, I-38. 

That first RPG did considerable damage, but didn’t take us out completely. As it slammed 

through the armor at the right rear of I-38, the barrel of Bob Harvey’s M60 was glowing cherry-

red hot and he was squatting down inside to get more ammunition. The blast blew him out the 

back (our back ramp was down at the time), continued on through my right thigh, and took out 

my radios. I suppose it also blew away my contact lenses, which were in my pocket, and my 

beloved .45 pistol. And it peppered Mike Czajkowski’s rear end with shrapnel. When I reached 

down in the darkness to check out my leg, it felt like warm Jell-O. Not much pain yet, just warm 

Jell-O. I didn’t know it then, but the blast had blown away about 3 inches of my right femur and 

most of my thigh, and covered me from head to toe with shrapnel. My failure, in the suddenness 

of the attack, to put on my flak jacket contributed to a number of internal injuries. My first 

thought was, “I’m going home!” But, with NVA still attacking to our front, I continued firing 

until I, too, ran out of ammunition. I also keyed the radio to tell CPT Tutt we’d been hit—not 

knowing my radios had just been blown to smithereens. That call went nowhere beyond the 

sound of my voice. 

Harvey, lying seriously wounded on the ground behind our track, remembers feeling like 

he’d been hit between the legs with a baseball bat. Reaching into his fatigue pants he could feel 

his insides protruding from the open wound in his stomach. Every bit as serious was the artery in 

his left leg, blown away by the RPG. And a large chunk of muscle and flesh was missing from 

his right forearm. 

Only two months earlier Harvey had attended training that would have transitioned him out 

of ACAVs and into Sheridans. A bout of kidney stones forced him out of that class, though, so 

he stayed on my track with me. With only one of my three Sheridans operating the night of 

November 4th, he might not even have been a part of this battle had he just completed that class. 

Now he not only lay at the edge of death, but he’d suffered the agony of kidney stones for the 

‘privilege’ of being there! War, they say, is hell. 

When the shooting started, 1LT Jack Andrews, who commanded 2nd Platoon, was back at 
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the TOC (Tactical Operations Center). As the troop’s “Class A Agent” (the officer assigned to 

pick up the troops’ pay and bring it to the field for distribution), he wasn’t with his platoon at the 

time—rather, he was playing cards with several men from the HQ section. His first reaction was 

to tell CPT Tutt that he was heading for his platoon, but Tutt said, “Dodge’s platoon has been 

overrun, and we’ve lost some people!” Andrews asked someone nearby if they’d seen me. “Last 

I saw him he was blazing away!” came the reply. To get a better feel for the situation, Andrews 

climbed atop the command track and looked out over the berm. With field glasses he could see 

my track and I-31, both on fire… and Mike Czajkowski and me still blazing away on our 

machine guns, just as he’d been told. The 1st Cav After Action Report makes a similar note, 

though it misidentifies my track as Prendergast’s which, by now, was engulfed in flame and out 

of action. 

Just as a second RPG punched through our track, I ran out of ammunition and decided that 

was a clear invitation for me to bail out. Not remembering in the confusion of the moment that 

the back ramp was down, I climbed up on top and fell over the side. I found myself lying on my 

back in a large puddle, and when I reached down to check out my leg, it was gone! “That guy 

blew my leg off!” I thought to myself. After feeling around a bit more, though, I found it tucked 

up underneath me. With the femur gone, it was now flexible as a wet noodle. 

Flipping myself over, I pulled myself to the rear of the track. Not realizing there were NVA 

soldiers in the bunkers behind us, that seemed, at the time, a prudent thing to do. 

Prendergast was now fighting on SP4 Harrison’s I-30 track to my left, and soon several 

troopers from that track came to our aid. A sensation I vividly recall was “seeing stars” when 

they first picked me up. Having lost much blood, I experienced a sudden light-headedness when 

quickly raised to my feet, and that triggered the illusion of a magnificent display of fireworks! It 

seemed, fittingly, like the Fourth of July! 

As my guys were carting me off, Bob Harvey, still lying behind I-38, heard a voice and felt 

someone grab his collar. He had a sinking feeling it was an NVA soldier. You can imagine his 

relief when he saw PFC Sam Burchill from I-34 standing above him. 

I soon found myself inside Harrison’s ACAV, I-30. As I lay in the back of that track I 

remember looking toward my feet, seeing my right boot sagging to one side, and thinking, “I 

guess I’m gonna be OK ’cause my foot’s still attached… but I can’t seem to make it work!” 

Many years later Chuck Mutchler told me they weren’t sure I was going to make it at all when 

they brought me back in. Guess the fact that I’m still around is a testament to the skill and 

dedication of the Army medical teams that cared for us and to our courageous chopper pilots 

who never shied away from flying into a hot LZ to take out the wounded. And no small amount 

of credit goes to the other I Troopers who risked their lives that night to save mine. 

Back at the TOC I was unloaded from Harrison’s ACAV and joined several other casualties 

lined up like cordwood on the ground. It was there I received a welcome shot of morphine. Bob 

Harvey, who was next to me, recalls my giving orders: “Take care of Harvey!” My drug induced 

euphoria, however, left me with no memory of being concerned about anyone or anything else 

just then. 

Eventually I found myself in an aid station where my leg was splinted, and my wounds, 

which covered me from head to toe, were dressed. A memory of that stop on my journey is of 

having my jungle fatigues cut off and being placed on a seemingly ice-cold operating table. The 

shock of the cold table tightened my chest and took my breath away—to the extent that I feared 

suffocation might be a greater danger than the damage done by the RPGs! 
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READY REACTION FORCE 

 

By now, Prendergast had told CPT Tutt about Brady, and a head count had been made. It was 

determined that five of my men were still outside in the wire. Andrews rounded up CPT Tutt’s 

ACAV and a Sheridan (I-17, TC’d by SSG Alan Mutchler, a member of 1st Platoon and uncle of 

SP4 Chuck Mutchler of 2nd Platoon), and headed for the gate that would take him through the 

berm and into my platoon’s area. Only two burning tracks and the five missing men remained 

beyond the berm. 

As Andrews’ tiny relief force passed through the gate, it seemed they were caught in a web 

of red and green tracers, just as Prendergast and others had been earlier. SP4 Chuck Mutchler, 

TC of Sheridan I-25 of Andrews’ platoon, recalls the same startling visual. Green tracers were 

the enemy’s, the red ones ours. The green ones they could understand—but the red? Andrews, 

realizing the red tracers were coming from 1st Cav troops who by then had stationed themselves 

in previously-vacant bunkers along the berm, radioed back to CPT Tutt. “Tell the guys in those 

bunkers to stop shooting at the tracks in the wire—we’re the good guys!” 

Soon after Andrews’ relief force passed through the berm, they found three of my five 

missing men and saw my two remaining tracks engulfed in flame. “Stay here, and stay down! I’ll 

be back!” he told my guys, as his little force pressed forward. Next he found Posak, lying 

wounded and disoriented near my track, I-38. Then, as they passed the remains of I-38, a flare 

went up and Andrews saw Brady—the last missing man—on the ground behind I-31. Just then 

an RPG blew through the left side of Andrews’ ACAV, hurling him up out of the hatch, and 

leaving him sitting on the deck with his feet dangling inside. Only the fact that he was still 

hanging onto the microphone attached to whatever was left of the radios kept him from falling 

overboard. In fact, it was probably the radios that saved his life. Because he was in CPT Tutt’s 

command track, there was a bank of three radios where the RPG penetrated the side armor 

(platoon leaders’ and platoon sergeants’ tracks had only two radios, others just one). But while 

the radios absorbed enough of the blast to keep him alive, his legs were in bad shape. Keying his 

hand mike and finding the radios dead, he released the mike and fell promptly to the ground from 

the still- moving ACAV. Having little use of his legs, he pulled himself away with his elbows to 

avoid being crushed by the track. 

As Andrews recovered, an NCO ran up. Brady lay some thirty feet away, and Andrews 

barked an order to the NCO. “Bring me that man!” The NCO sprinted off into the half-light of 

explosions and flares, soon to return empty handed. “Sir, he’s dead.” “Bring him to me!” 

Andrews shouted. “We’re not leaving anybody behind!” Once again the NCO ran into the semi-

darkness and began dragging Brady back. As a flare popped, the NCO dropped Brady’s lifeless 

body. Andrews asked what the problem was. “Lieutenant, he’s dead,” came the reply. “How do 

you know?” Andrews fired back. “Sir, the back of his head’s gone.” 

By then Andrews’ ACAV was on fire and out of action, so they loaded onto a Sheridan and 

he turned his relief force back, picking up the remaining men from my platoon along the way. 

Finally, the remains of 2nd and 3rd Platoons were back inside the berm—but so were many 

NVA sappers who had breached the perimeter defenses. Buttons was in some danger of being 

overrun. 

SP4 Chuck Mutchler on Sheridan I-25 remembers expending all of his main gun and 

machine gun ammunition, and withdrawing to the ammo dump for re-supply. After that he was 

directed to the airstrip where activity was intense. Sometime before dawn, 11th Cav helicopter 

gunships and Puff the Magic Dragon began to turn the tide. Puffs (sometimes known by their call 
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sign, “Spooky”) were AC-47 transport planes mounting three 7.62-mm Gatling Miniguns, each 

of which spit out death at a rate of 6000 rounds per minute. They came to be known as “Puffs” 

because, to those of us on the ground (and especially to the enemy), they looked like fire-

breathing dragons—and Puff the Magic Dragon was a popular Peter, Paul & Mary song at the 

time. Captured Viet Cong documents told of orders not to attack the dragon, as weapons were 

useless and would serve only to infuriate the monster. They were right. 

I might say again that an armored cavalry platoon was the most heavily-armed ground unit in 

Vietnam (and might still be today). Each ACAV carried one cupola-mounted .50 caliber machine 

gun with a basic load of 1,500 rounds, two M60 machine guns with 12,000 rounds, an M79 

grenade launcher with 120 rounds, hand grenades, Claymore mines, and M16 rifles, among other 

things. Our Sheridans mounted a 152-mm main gun with a basic load of 20 rounds (most of them 

“beehive,” an anti-personnel round that fired a canister filled with several thousand steel darts 

called flechettes), a .50 caliber machine gun, and a coaxially-mounted M73 machine gun. The 

enemy messed with an armored cavalry platoon only when conditions were clearly in their favor. 

 

Did the NVA realize the point of their spear was aimed at a platoon of cavalry this night? 

 

That I do not know. I do know they paid an awful price in executing their attack on us.  
 

MEDEVAC 

 

The battle for Buttons raged on until about 5:30 a.m., at which time the 

enemy broke contact, leaving behind many dead. Some reports put the 

body count at 172 or higher—and the enemy typically dragged away as 

many of their dead as possible to keep us from knowing their actual losses. 

Two Americans died that night, and 74 were wounded, many from my 

platoon. 

My last memory of Buttons was just before dawn as I was carried by 

litter to a medevac chopper and lifted from the battlefield. My next 

memory was several days later in a hospital somewhere near Saigon. Eight 

more months were spent in body casts and traction in various hospitals in 

Vietnam, Japan, and the United States as I recovered from the events of the 

night. 

 

Those who served in Vietnam will tell you 

it was one of the most significant experiences of their lives. 

 

It was nights like November 4th that made it so. 
 

  

ACAVs still burning 

at sunup 
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The 3 platoon leaders of I Troop 

 
 

SCORE CARD 

 

This was the final score according to the 1st Cav After Action Report detailing the concurrent 

battles at FSB Buttons and the nearby smaller fire support base, FSB Ellen: 

 

I Troop, 3/11 Armored Cavalry Regiment 

1 KIA (John Brady) 

11 WIA (mostly 3rd Platoon) 

3 ACAVs destroyed 

1 ACAV partially destroyed 

 

Total US casualties (11th Armored Cavalry and 1st Cavalry) 

2 KIA 

76 WIA (including 2 Vietnamese Kit Carson Scouts) 

 

NVA 

172 KIA found (the enemy dragged as many dead off the battlefield as possible) 

20 Prisoners of War 

 

 

 

 

BLACKHORSE TROOPERS (presented alphabetically) 

 

1LT Jack Andrews (2nd Platoon leader) was medevaced to Japan, and ended up in the same 

hospital as I. After two months he returned to Vietnam where he reported to I Troop’s new 

Troop Commander, CPT Paul Kern (who retired 

wearing the four stars of a General). Upon return 

to the troop, Jack became its XO (Executive 

Officer). There’s an interesting aftermath to 

Jack’s story. You’ll recall that he was the Class 

A Agent the night of the attack, having brought 

to the field some $70,000 with which to pay the 

troops. When the attack began he stashed the 

money, in a brown paper bag and not yet paid 

out, behind some files atop a cabinet in the 

command track. After being medevaced, he was 

never asked about the cash. On return to the 

Troop in January he decided to do a little house cleaning, and—

you guessed it—found the sack of money still behind the files. 

Jack left the Army in 1970, one day shy of being promoted to captain. In 1986 he was the 

Republican candidate for the United States Senate from Kentucky. Jack is now an attorney in 

Louisville, where he lives with his wife, Tilda. They have two sons in college. By the way, Jack 

did not keep the cash from Buttons. 

AFTERMATH 
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SP4 John Brady’s name (3rd Platoon) is etched on Panel 16W, Line 27, of 

a black granite wall in Washington, DC. Brady turned 21 just four months 

and a day before he was killed fighting for the freedom of a people he 

hardly knew. On his U.S. Army grave marker in Kingston, NY, it notes that 

he was awarded the Bronze Star and Purple Heart. 

 

1LT Ty Dodge—I spent the next eight months in body casts and traction in 

various hospitals in Vietnam, Japan (Camp Zama), and the U.S. (Maxwell 

Air Force Base) recovering from the events of that night. Upon release from 

the hospital in June, 1970, I was placed on convalescent duty as the regular Army advisor to the 

Army Reserve unit in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. My last duty station was at Fort Carson, Colorado. 

In 1971 I left the Army and spent the next seven years with South Central Bell in Birmingham, 

Alabama. Seeking more control over my time and my life, I left South Central Bell in 1978 and 

entered the world of real estate. In 2015 I retired as President & CEO of RealtySouth. With 850 

agents and some thirty offices across the state, we are the largest real estate company in 

Alabama. As of the date of this writing (July 2017), Florence and I have four children and seven 

grandchildren. 

 

SP4 Bob Harvey (3rd Platoon) was medevaced and placed on 70% disability, having lost 152” 

of intestine, his right knee cap, and the use of his right hand. The shrapnel also blew out the 

artery in his left leg. He recalls that the medevac chopper was so full of casualties he was 

strapped to the outside… and, having lost so much blood, being given a transfusion at an interim 

stop somewhere along the way. Bob now lives in Southport, Florida, 

where his wife, Marie, hand-writes his letters for him. Every combat 

soldier has stories of unusual personal experiences, and Bob is no 

exception. In 1972, three years after Buttons, he went to a hospital in 

Jacksonville for yet another surgery. During the pre-op his surgeon, 

Dr. Thomas, said, “I know you.” Thomas looked familiar to Bob, too, 

so he took the bait. “How do you know me?” Thomas replied, “I 

remember your arm—I operated on you in Vietnam. Biggest piece of 

metal I’ve ever taken out of a man.” Bob had asked for that piece of shrapnel in Vietnam, but 

never received it. He did, however, receive some 700 stitches to close his wounds. As noted 

earlier, had Bob not suffered his bout of kidney stones during Sheridan training, he might not 

have been on the line with me that night. As it was, he came away from that action with a Purple 

Heart and a Bronze Star with “V” for valor. 

 

At 38 years of age, SFC Richard Loose (3rd Platoon) was truly, and with 

all due respect, the “old man” of my platoon. (I was next at 24, and most 

were 20 or younger.) Mark Prendergast recalls that Sgt. Loose, though a 

“lifer,” took a low-key approach to his job, and was well respected by the 

men. Sgt. Loose passed away July 8, 2000, and is survived by his wife, 

Barbara, in Pennsylvania. 

 

SP4 Chuck Mutchler (2nd Platoon) retired from the Army in 1990 as a Command Sergeant 

Major. In Vietnam, many enlisted men in the lower ranks filled positions of much greater 

Harvey, Ford, Czajkowski 

Loose & Wieland 

Wieland, Brady 
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responsibility. Few of them were actually promoted to the rank they 

deserved. Mark Prendergast recalls that Chuck was one of the few, 

having received his sergeant’s stripes during his tour. He now lives 

in Iowa where he’s a production supervisor for the Custom Division 

of Pella Windows. 
 

SSG Alan Mutchler (1st Platoon), Chuck’s uncle, left the Army in 

1973. A year later he was shot and killed. 

 

PFC Nick Posak (3rd Platoon) spent several months in various hospitals before returning to 

active duty for another year. He’s now a Telecommunications Coordinator at a community 

college in Michigan. He remembers only sketchy details of the attack on Buttons. 

 

SP4 Mark Prendergast (3rd Platoon) carries with him a poignant memory of another man on his 

medevac flight out of Buttons. How could he forget? As Mark 

cradled the head of the badly wounded and delirious trooper 

and held a cigarette to his lips, the man slowly quieted and 

eventually slipped into unconsciousness. Mark doesn’t know 

what finally became of him. Though hospitalized until just 

before Christmas, Mark rejoined 3rd Platoon and remained in-

country for the rest of his year-long tour, being wounded 

again near An Loc. He went on to serve fourteen months with 

the 14th ACR on the East-West German border, where he made sergeant not long after his 

arrival in July 1970. He left the Army in 1971. He was an editor with the New York Times, taught 

journalism at St. John’s University, and pursued a master’s degree at Columbia University. 

Working for newspapers in Ohio, Florida, and New York, he served as a photojournalist and war 

correspondent covering Central America, Grenada, Haiti, and the 1991 Persian Gulf conflict. Our 

2003 reunion, conversations with his surviving crew members and Jack Andrews, and several 

annual November visits to John Brady’s grave (one of which included a Providential meeting 

with John’s niece), finally exorcised some of the ghosts of losing Brady in the early morning 

darkness of November 4th. It matters not that he bore no fault for Brady’s death—in combat, 

each of us felt a deep personal responsibility for the other. One other personal note about Mark. 

He arrived in country just before I, and was with the troop when the previous platoon leader, 

1LT Bernard Pierce, was killed. One of his first jobs was cleaning the blood and gore from inside 

the track I would soon occupy as the new platoon leader. 

 

PFC Carl “Smokey” Smith (3rd Platoon) spent several more years in the Army and left the 

service as a staff sergeant, eventually receiving 100 percent disability related to his wounds and 

wartime service. He lives in New York City with his wife and son. 

 

CPT Jim Tutt (CO, I Troop) eventually retired and became a Veteran’s Assistance Officer in 

Arkansas. He passed away in 1999, but is survived by two sons, both in the Army, and a 

daughter. 

 

PFC Dave Wieland (3rd Platoon) was the only crewman from I-31 who was not medevaced that 

night. Although he was wounded, he received neither a Purple Heart nor any recognition for his 

Chuck Mutchler & 
Pete DcDowell 

Wieland, Smith, Prendergast 
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dash back to I-31 to help Prendergast and Brady. He served his entire 12-month tour “on the 

line,” and participated in the Cambodian invasion in May 1970 just before going home to The 

World. He was wounded three times and, by his reckoning, participated in more than 30 

firefights. He left Vietnam a SP4, and now lives in Tennessee. In the mid- 1970s, in one of those 

you-can’t-make-this-stuff-up moments, he and Prendergast bumped into each other in a pizzeria 

near Cleveland, Ohio. Wieland, who remained after the battle with what was left of 3rd Platoon, 

recalls that the charred hulks of our tracks were picked up by heavy helicopter, carted off to 

dense jungle, and dropped there. Some say it was a cover-up for command decisions that put us 

in such a vulnerable position outside the berm that night. I don’t suppose we’ll ever know for 

sure. He also recalls that a staff officer, ignoring the warnings of line troops the next morning, 

kicked the booby-trapped body of a dead NVA soldier. Dave says the officer lost his leg. 

 

OTHERS 

 

Several troopers have commented either that they didn’t think I’d make it that night or were at 

least quite certain I’d lose my leg. Jack Andrews, in the hospital with me at Camp Zama, Japan, 

shared that sentiment as he looked into my right thigh and saw the three-inch gap in my femur 

bridged only by a sliver of bone. But physicians in the military were on the cutting edge of 

medicine, and many men who made it home from Vietnam might never have survived previous 

conflicts. One such physician I fondly recall was my orthopedic surgeon at Camp Zama. He was 

a Captain, and his name was Marvel: Captain Marvel. And a marvel he was. After many 

surgeries and skin grafts—and eight months in body casts and traction—I returned to 

convalescent duty as the advisor to an Army Reserve unit in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. One of the 

most difficult tasks I faced there was serving as a Survivor Assistance Officer who, in 

partnership with a chaplain, made first contact with families who had lost their sons and 

husbands in combat. From there I went to Fort Carson, Colorado, where I served with the 4/12 

Cavalry until leaving the Army as a Captain in June 1971. 

 

COL E. C. “Shy” Meyer (CO, 2nd Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division) retired in 1983 as a four-star 

General after serving as Chief of Staff of the Army. He and his wife live in the Washington, DC 

area. 

 

I’ve wanted for years to know what remained of our tracks, but having been medevaced at early 

dawn, never saw them. Thanks to the internet and to Mark Prendergast for putting me in touch 

with Reon Onstine (1/77th Artillery, 1st Cavalry Division), one of the artillerymen who held the 

berm just around the corner from our platoon, I now have several photos (below).  

 

 

 
Andrews’ track Prendergast’s I-31 Dodge’s I-38 
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The Secretary of the Army has asked me to inform you that…The afternoon of November 5th, a 

cab pulled up to my apartment in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. My former wife, Becky, was home. 

With our year-old son by her side, and a baby due in less than three months, a shiver of dread 

coursed through her. The presence of a cab at the curb could only mean her children’s father 

wasn’t coming home. When the driver brought the telegram to the door, she politely but firmly 

refused it. “Come with me,” she said. “We’re going to my dad’s house. He can open it.” The 

news, of course, was better than expected. But then the waiting began. I think situations like that 

are often harder on those who soldiers leave behind than on the soldiers themselves. At least we 

know what’s going on. Those who wait on us can only wait… and wonder. Though I will never 

fully know or understand the challenges Becky faced over the coming months, I do truly 

appreciate the way she dealt with them and cared for me. 

 

Just days after being hospitalized in Vietnam I received three telegrams from my family. Mom 

and Dad, with characteristic stiff upper lip, said, “Sorry to hear you have been hit. We are all 

pulling for you. Becky is home with her family and doing fine. Much love from us all.” Having 

been an Army brat through three wars, that, for me, was all they needed to say. My big sister, 

Sue, sent me this: “Talked to Becky and feel pretty helpless so far away. Wish I could talk to 

you. Wish you were here. Miss you. Will write. Love, Sue.” And from Becky, “What is this 

going to do to your golf game? I love you. Becky.” Each in their own way, they lifted my spirits 

through those early days of my eight-month journey toward recovery. 

 

In 1983 I married Florence. Then, having listened to my Blackhorse stories for more than a 

decade, she returned with me to Vietnam in 1995. Not everyone would travel so many miles to 

“see another man’s elephant.” Thank you, Florence, for so graciously sharing the Vietnam 

experience with me. Just as my doctors and family were, you have been an essential part of the 

healing process. 

 

To all of you—family, friends, fellow troopers, and others—who bore me along through the 

experience, a simple “Thank you” is not enough. But to all of you, I do say “Thanks!” 
 

 

You haven’t lived till you’ve almost died. 

For those who fight for it, 

freedom has a flavor the protected will never know. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s go ! 
 

Dodge 
I-38 

 

Andrews 


